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General Information

We currently use numbering, or Doc IDs, to identify certain information used in sorting,

reporting, routing, etc. Will we have this capability in Workday or is automatic numbering the

only option?

Workday utilizes a sequence generator to number documents automatically. Other options are

available to enter additional information needed, such as Worktags or Memo fields.

Banking and Settlement

Some settlement runs, like IPERS monthly, have an effective date of the last day of the month.

Would that be considered a separate settlement?

The settlement run date can be dated the last day of the month but generated a week prior and

the ACH file can be sent to Wells Fargo.

What does it mean when there are more supplier invoices than payment count when running

a settlement run?

It means there are two supplier invoices to the same supplier being paid together as one. This is

dependent on the individual supplier's request. Some suppliers may always want

separate payments and some may not.

Are canceled checks/warrants picked up in 1099 processing for accurate reportable income?

Yes - Canceled payments are excluded from 1099 reporting.

*Updated* Is there an option to print warrants without the remit address?

Yes - The system has the capability to allow a warrant to be printed without an address. This will

need to be reviewed to determine if the State will allow this functionality to be utilized.

Budgets

*Updated* How is the budget set up?

The Appropriation and Department Spend and Revenue Budget will be loaded at the beginning

of the year. Both budgets will be loaded, centrally, by the Department of Administrative Services

(DAS). Any changes to the Department Spend or Revenue budget will be completed by the

Agency through the Budget Amendment process.  The Appropriation Budget may only be

amended by DAS and Department of Management (DOM).
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*Updated* Will we be budgeting by spend category?

Yes - Budgets are loaded at the spend category hierarchy level, but the budget control is done at

the appropriation level.  This will assist with Budgets-to-Actuals reporting at the Spend Category

Hierarchy levels.  Additionally, the Department Revenue Budgets are loaded at the Revenue

Category Hierarchy levels.

The majority of our funding is federal, do we budget the federal separate from the state

appropriation?

It will most likely be very similar to the agency’s current structure, depending on how the

agency sets up their budget. Separate budget tracking can also be done on Award/Grant basis

or by the Project if it is using Multiple Funding Sources.

*Updated* What level can reports be run? Will there be reports for our entire department?

Workday has standard and customized reports.  The Workday standard reports can be run at the

Company and Cost Center level.  The State Budget and Financial Reporting Teams are working

together to develop detailed department budget reports.  These reports will be run at the Cost

Center level to provide budgets-to-actuals for Spend and Revenue Categories.

Will 'Budget FY' be a required worktag to prevent users from skipping it in error?

Yes -  ‘Budget Year’ (BY) is a required worktag in the Configure and Prototype tenant (SOI10).

'BFY' (Budget Fiscal Year) will be a related worktag, likely from the Cost Center worktag, for nine

months of the year. During the three month holdover period, users will select either the current

BY or prior BY.

*New* What are the different types of Roles in the Budget Control Process?

The Initiator is the individual who has submitted a document to start the Business Process or

the last person to modify the document. The Cost Center Budget Analyst has the ability to

modify the Department Spend and Revenue Budgets, but will require an approval by the Cost

Center Manager. The Cost Center Budget Specialist and Cost Center Manager have the ability to

modify the Department Spend and Revenue Budgets, but no additional approvals are needed.

Who is notified when a document submission fails the budget check?

When Appropriation and Presence Check Budget Control fail, Workday will notify the Initiator,

Cost Center Budget Analyst, Cost Center Budget Specialist, and Cost Center Manager.   Each

agency can decide who is assigned to each role depending on what makes sense for them.
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Business Assets

Can the business asset tracking module be used for non-capital assets like computer

hardware/software as well as assign the equipment to staff?

Yes - Workday allows you to track expensed (memo) assets as well as assign the equipment to

staff members. If the asset cost does not meet the Capitalization rules set by the GAAP team,

you can still register the asset and mark it as an 'Expensed' asset (vs 'Capital asset').

Will I be able to run reports by a user/staff person assigned to business assets?

Yes - The Workday report called Find Assets provides search options for assets that are assigned

to specific user(s).

Has there been consideration of the federal requirements of tracking assets purchased with

federal grant dollars? (2 CFR Part 200 Property Standards sections 310-316)

Yes - There are several additional data fields that can be populated for an asset to identify

attributes that are related to a Federal Grant. Also, for asset costing, a Grant worktag can be

assigned to the asset.  The Find Asset reports can be run to extract this data.

Will agencies be asked to complete a workbook to load current listings of assets with values

as of a point in time?

Yes - For all Departments who have chosen to use Workday for Asset processing, each agency

will be asked to provide a list of assets to be loaded into the tenant.  The Assets Workstream will

be reaching out to each Agency to collect the data in a specific worksheet format.

Will DAS Fleet be responsible for loading the department-owned vehicles or will each agency

be responsible?

DAS will load vehicles purchased from the depreciation fund. Once the vehicle is "active", the

asset will be transferred from DAS to the Agency as an agency-owned asset.

Are users able to upload a picture of the asset in Workday?

Yes - Once the asset is registered, an attachment can be added in the ‘View Business Asset’

page, by selecting Edit.  Then during the edit process, users can use the Attachment tab to

upload files as needed.

Can agencies get the default Book Rules that will be used by asset type/class?

The Asset Book Rules are still "under construction".  Your agency can work with the Assets

Workstream to potentially update Asset Book rules that are specific to your Department.
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Is Workday's Asset Tracking designed to replace our agency's current inventory tracking?

No - Workday's Asset Tracking is designed to work alongside your agency's current inventory

tracking.  The Asset functionality is not designed to be a replacement.

Are departments required to use the assets tracking portion (for capital assets and/or

expenses items) or is this optional?

It is highly encouraged to use Workday Asset processing functionality, so all GAAP Asset reports

can be derived from one source.

Must assets under the $5,000 threshold be added?

No - It is not required to track Equipment assets under the $5,000 threshold.  Some agencies

may choose to track special assets, like Firearms, Laptops or PCs.

How will invoices get paid if it is not required to register assets in Workday?

For Agencies who will not use Workday for Asset processing, the supplier invoice would move to

“Approved” with no “Review Trackable Line” step.  Once the invoice status is ‘Approved’, the

invoice would be paid in the next settlement.

Is there a process in Workday for intangible assets or capital projects?  These costs can come

from a variety of expense object codes/classes.

Yes - Workday has a capital projects module that can be used to track tangible and intangible

asset projects.  Once the Capital project is marked as completed by the Project Manager, the

Capital Asset Registry is started.

Can the Asset transfer date be a future date?

No - The Asset transfer date must fall between the Asset’s acquisition date and "today's date."

Will depreciation calculate automatically once you have done the "Create an Accounting

Journal" task?

Create an Accounting Journal is only needed when an asset is manually registered. The journal

entry to book the initial cost of the asset is independent of the Depreciation process.  This

means if you forget to do the journal entry, your asset registry for asset cost will not tie to your

balance sheet account but the asset will depreciate. Depreciation expenses for all Registered

assets will occur automatically each month when DAS Central Admins perform the Mass

Depreciation jobs.
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Will you have to manually depreciate for the life of an asset (for a manually registered asset)?

No - Manually registered assets do not require a manual accounting journal to book any

depreciation costs. Once an asset is registered, and regardless of how the asset is registered,

the asset will depreciate right along with all the other assets. Central Admins may decide to

"schedule" the Record Depreciation task monthly or they may manually "click the buttons", but

this process will not require a manual accounting journal.

If Fund 0991 is going away, will assets go under a unique fund or the department's normal

fund?

Agencies will have their own funds. Assets will go under the Agency’s fund when they are

purchased.

Customer Accounts

Is there a 1099 address for customers that is separate from the other addresses on the

Customer Invoice Event?

Customer and Supplier Accounts are separate entities in Workday. This is a key difference

between Workday and I/3. Suppliers receive 1099s. No 1099 info is held for Customers.

Can an invoice be sent to other state agencies through Workday?

Yes - Details on how the State will use the intercompany functionality are still being determined.

More information will be provided in the future.

Can you apply an overpayment to an invoice?

Yes - When an invoice payment is recorded in Workday, it can be flagged as an overpayment for

reporting purposes. The remaining balance can be applied on the Customer Account and/or

refunded.

Can we print batch statements in Workday?

Yes - Print runs can be automated and run in batches.

Is there a way to email a Customer statement rather than printing?

The Print run generates a PDF, which can then be emailed via a separate task with the

corresponding Business Process.
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*Updated* At what point is a deposit recorded as revenue?

Because a cash sale is combined with a deposit and enforced via a custom validation, revenue is

recorded when the Treasurer’s Office approves it at the end of the process.

*Updated* Can you add multiple addresses to a supplier or customer in Workday?

Yes - You can enter multiple addresses in Workday. However, there can only be one default

address listed for billing purposes.

On a cash sale transaction, will we be able to enter both revenues and expenses? (i.e. a NET

sweep - ticket sales less prize payments - for retailers weekly.)

The cash sale design in Workday allows for both entry of revenue and non-revenue scenarios.

Revenue Categories are selected on the line level to record agency revenues similar to entries in

I/3 now. For non-revenue instances such as jury duty, third party expense payments, etc. the

team set up an expenditure credit revenue category that requires the inclusion of  spend

category. A Workday to Workday integration will then create a journal reclassification to ensure

the line entry reduces the general ledger accounts associated to the spend category selected.

Does the 'Create Deposit' checkbox need to be checked only for EFT/ACH payments?

The deposit checkbox and bank account selection is required on every record cash sale entry. It

is enforced through a custom validation.

If an employee is paying the State back for something, is there a place to put the employee ID

number to reflect a negative in their salary reporting?

Workday provides options for employee repayment via the negative reimbursement

functionality. Personal charges can be deducted from the expense report with the personal

credit card  transaction or on a subsequent report that will be deducted automatically. The

other option would allow  the employee to reimburse the State via the record cash sale.

Reporting is available to support tracking.

Can the same person create the cash sale and approve the cash sale as Revenue Approver?

The current business process setup excludes the cash sale initiator from approving as the

agency revenue approver. This is configurable if smaller agencies require the ability to initiate

and approve cash sales.

Does the Record Cash Sale take the place of CRs?

Yes - The Record Cash sale will replace the current CR process in I/3.
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Will the revenue categories stay the same as what we use now and will the spend categories

be Workday categories?

Revenue and spend categories have been mapped to Workday values as part of the Phase 2

Foundational Data Model (FDM).

Will Agencies be able to set up their own sales items after Go Live if we decide we want to

utilize that function?

The project has coordinated with every agency to execute the initial sales item setup. The

customer accounts workstream will have a process for maintenance of sales items post Go-Live.

The details of the process will be defined and communicated to the agencies.

Can Sales Items be set up with expenditure credit as a revenue category?

Yes - Sales Items can be set up and linked to the expenditure credit revenue category. Scenarios

need to be defined prior to setting up the tenant.

If a Sales Item is set up with a unit cost and that cost subsequently changes (i.e. license fee),

can we change the unit cost for that Sales Item or must this be done by Workday support?

The unit cost is 100 percent configurable. Configuration updates to existing and new sales items

will be communicated to the agencies from the customer accounts team.

Can we restrict the customer to our company and put in more details?

Yes - Customers can be segmented by agency, meaning only configured agencies will have

access to their respective customers. All subsequent customer data added to the customer

profile will also be segmented by agency as configured.

Is there a bulk approval and send invoice function?

Yes - There is functionality to bulk approve customer invoices. Multiple invoices can be manually

processed or scheduled to send to customers.

Are we going to be able to combine payments into one deposit or is this a single deposit

system?

Cash sale payments will be deposited as they are in I/3 today. Workday allows deposits from

cash sales and invoices to be deposited as combined or single entry transactions.
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Expenses

Is there a way to allocate expenses to multiple projects?

Yes - The project is tagged at the line level. There can be multiple line items with different

project worktags selected. Expense lines can also be itemized to split expenses across multiple

projects, funds, etc.

Will there be fewer items to review in each expense line when Phase 2 goes live?

Yes - There are fewer items to review in each expense line. One of the goals of Phase 2 is to

reduce the number of reporting attributes an employee must enter at the line level while still

meeting state reporting requirements.

Who completes the expense questionnaire?

The employee (initiator) who submitted the Spend Authorization will complete the

questionnaire.

Who checks the Spend Authorization request to make sure everything that is required is there

and in the correct amount?

The Spend Authorization approver, typically a finance person, will review the Spend

Authorization request.

Is the Spend Authorization approver determined by agencies in the business process?

Yes - The Spend Authorization approver is determined by the agencies.

*Updated* Is the expense questionnaire optional in Phase 2 or is it required?

Decisions on questionnaire usage currently under review by the State expense team.

Will the questionnaire ask for details for each day of travel (in-state)?  For example, inspectors

who travel to multiple locations within a week.

Yes - The Project Team will explore the ‘Travel Journal’ functionality meant for multiple locations

within one trip.
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Financial Accounting

Can the balancing fund be defaulted since that will (almost) always be used?

No - The balancing fund cannot be defaulted on an Accounting Journal. A custom validation

exists requiring the balancing fund field be set to the fund code “Balancing Fund.” The balancing

fund is not applicable to operational transactions.

Can attachments be seen by the approver and/or pre-auditor?

Yes - The approver can see attachments.

Does the pre-auditor review only for the non-initiating company?

No - The pre-audit approval step occurs for both the initiating company and non-initiating

company(ies).

Can either the billing or paying agency initiate an intercompany accounting journal?

Yes - Either agency can initiate an intercompany Accounting Journal and approvals will go

through both parties.

When does the Budget Check take place in the Accounting Journal business process?

The budget check occurs upon clicking the Submit button when creating an Accounting Journal.

Are there defaults set up in Workday to ensure the correct ledger accounts are used for both

sides of the manual journal?

Workday does not default ledger accounts on the Accounting Journal. The purpose of the

Accounting Journal is to give flexibility to the user to post directly to the general ledger. There

are validations that ensure the ledger account/spend or revenue category combination is valid

per the Account Posting Rule Set configuration.  Entry of ledger accounts is largely limited to the

Accounting Journal. For most operational transactions, such as the Supplier Invoice, the ledger

account is derived from the Account Posting Rule Set.

Can Accounting Journal templates be created for agencies that bill other departments

frequently so the account codes for both sides fill in automatically each month?

Yes - Spreadsheet uploads files can be created and used each month for regular monthly

processing.
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Is there any way to copy a previous journal?

Yes - Users can copy the journal directly in Workday and make the necessary changes.

How do you find a previous journal to copy?

Previously processed journals can be found by using the ‘Find Journals’ report.

*Updated* What is a “target” in Workday?

For an allocation, the “target” is where money is being allocated. So if money is sitting in Fund A

and allocated to Fund B, the “target” is Fund B.

What happens if one of the targets is another Allocation Cost Pool? Would that cost be

allocated again?

In this case a second allocation definition (e.g. "pool") would be dependent upon the first

definition. Example: $100 allocates to utilities expenses. A second allocation could allocate the

$100 utilities expense between two cost centers.

Grants

What is the difference between Grant ID and Award #?

The Grant ID is not typically the same as the Grant Award #. The Grant ID in Workday usually

behaves  similarly as the program code in I/3. For example, today in I/3 you would assign a

program code to federal funds. The Grant ID relates to a specific Grant Award #, but is not the

full award number. It is the code put on the individual claims/draws that tie to the overall

award.

Does the award schedule allow for the close-out period which extends past the performance

award project activity period?

The award schedule is the period of performance. Validations can be built for +30, +60, +90 days

on the financial transactions themselves to add any restrictions or warnings. In addition, when

you set up the award schedule you can also include a period specific for the post award (post

contract) spend. For example, a current award has a contract end date of 6/30/2022, but there

could be a separate period on the award schedule extending to 9/30/2022 for the post award

spend. There is a flag on the award schedule that allows you to specify the contractual periods.

If a grant award receives a no-cost extension, can the award schedule end date be modified?

Yes - You would submit an amendment in Workday to extend the dates.
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Can the award date be backdated or does it have to be the start of the project period?

Yes - The award/project period can be backdated.

What if the Sponsor Indirect is not a known dollar amount, but instead a negotiated

rate/percentage?

The Sponsor Indirect amount can be estimated and adjusted at a later time if needed.

Could there be more than one spend category on a line for the worktag?

Yes - There can be multiple spend categories on a line for one worktag.

Integrations

*Updated* How will Workday handle multiple addresses and locations of the same supplier?

Each supplier will be set up as a single record per unique tax ID number. Each unique supplier

record will have associated address and ACH bank account records called Supplier Connections.

What is the plan for Secure File Exchange with OCIO?

OCIO will provide integrating agencies with SFTP credentials prior to the testing phase of the

project to send/retrieve layouts. All files must be PGP encrypted.

*Updated* How will the payment reconciliation process work for miscellaneous and supplier

payments?

An outbound payments integration file is available to Integrating agencies and contains

warrants that have been settled for the day. Agencies can also review Workday Reports such as

Find Payment to view details of the supplier payments. Vendor Payment Portal (VPP) will stay

with Workday Financials.

*Updated* How will the accounting codes get mapped from existing codes to new codes?

The source system will need to send Workday values on integration. Agencies should contact

their Financial Manager to learn how their agency’s legacy accounting code values were

mapped to the Workday FDM. A crosswalk will be available as reference for integrating agencies

to map to legacy values.
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Procurement

Advanced Ship Notice (ASN)

Can you explain what an Advance Shipment Notice is?

An Advance Ship Notice or Advance Shipping Notice (ASN) is a notification of pending deliveries,

similar to a packing list. It is usually sent in an electronic format and is a common EDI document.

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the concept of businesses electronically communicating

information that was traditionally communicated on paper, such as purchase orders and

invoices. Technical standards for EDI exist to facilitate parties transacting such instruments

without having to make special arrangements.  The ASN can be used to list the contents of a

shipment of goods as well as additional information relating to the shipment, such as order

information, product description, physical characteristics, type of packaging, markings, carrier

information, and configuration of goods within the transportation equipment.

Change Orders

With a change order, is the original PO left in the queue?

Yes - The original PO is linked to the change order and you will be able to toggle back and forth

between the two. The original PO is still the source of truth until the new PO has been approved

and issued to the supplier.

Purchase Orders (PO)

Will multi-year service contracts be handled as they are currently, by creating a Corrective

Document Expenditure (CDE) during the hold-open period, to move the future year amount to

the next fiscal year? In Workday, can we split these into each applicable fiscal year when the

invoice is entered?

Transaction documents like Purchase Orders (POs) against these contracts will roll forward. If a

purchase order was issued to a supplier in 2021 but received in 2022 fiscal year, Workday still

allows for receiving and invoicing against that PO when rolled forward to the next fiscal period.

This roll forward process can be scheduled or automated.

Will the Purchase Order (PO) be issued to the email address on the supplier record, or can this

be edited on a case by case basis?

If the PO Issue Option of ‘Email’ is selected the email address indicated on the Supplier Record

will be used to issue the PO. However, Workday can capture multiple email addresses for a

supplier for an agency to indicate which email address they issue their purchase orders to for

that supplier.
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Will we be able to see Purchase Orders (PO) for all agencies or only our own?

Workday has the ability to constrain this document by Company, meaning each agency can only

see its own POs. Security rules for viewing POs are being developed.

Will we have the option to number the Purchase Order ourselves or is it only going to be

automatic numbering?

Workday utilizes a sequence generator to number its PO documents automatically.

Does the requisition number carry through to the Purchase Order or are they two different

numbers?

If the Requisition creates a PO and then a Supplier Invoice, each document will be linked via a

clickable link for easy tracking and viewing of each document. Each transaction type

(Requisition, PO, Supplier Invoice) in Workday stands alone for its numbering sequence.

However, there are instances where a PO can be created without a Requisition which creates

this difference in numbering between Requisition, Purchase Order, and Supplier Invoice.

We generally start with an existing Master Agreement and copy forward to either a Delivery

Order (DO) or Payment Request Commodity (PRC). Examples would include monthly Verizon

invoices or ordering software from Insight. Will we still be able to do this?

Yes - You are able to create POs in Workday from a Supplier Contract. DO and PO in I/3 will be POs in

Workday. You can also set up a PO or Invoice schedule based on a Supplier Contract in Workday to

automatically generate these documents and start the approval process for each document type.

Can multiple invoices be noted?

Yes - You can create multiple invoices against one purchase order in Workday and each of those

Invoices will be linked/referenced on the PO in Workday. The POr will reflect partially invoiced in

the status until it has been fully exhausted.

Requisitions

Does the Requisition replace the services Pre-Contract Questionnaire (PCQ) form entirely as

the place to note financial information?

No - The Requisition will gather appropriate information needed to create the Solicitation in

Jaggaer. The PCQ will take place in the Jaggaer Solicitation Business Process.

What is the purpose of the Requisition versus going straight to a Purchase Order?

Requisitions are like a shopping list in Workday. You are able to purchase multiple items in

different ways (like the punch out and adhoc lines for services, goods) and from multiple

suppliers. The requisition will route through the appropriate approvals and forms one time then
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parse out to the various purchase orders being sent to multiple suppliers, streamlining the

business process. Requisitions also create pre-encumbrance while the purchase order will

create the encumbrance for accounting purposes. Another benefit of the requisition versus

purchase order is the requisition is self service functionality in Workday and the purchase order

is a buyer task.

Is the Cost Center manager able to edit or change the coding or do they have to return it to

the submitter to be corrected?

The currently configured process requires the Cost Center Manager to send the requisition back

to the requisition for edits.

What if the order is under the amount that needs approval by DOM? Example - only one

laptop being purchased?

Workday routes the requisition or PO to the appropriate approval based on condition rules that

look at information completed on the requisition, such as the amount, spend category, or

agency. If the amount or spend category does not need DOM approval, the DOM form is not

required and only the manager/cost center manager approval is needed.

Request for Quote

What if I have a quote from a vendor who is not listed in Workday?

For informal solicitation the vendor must be listed in Workday. Workday will integrate with

Jaggaer for the formal solicitation process and will have a method of setting up that supplier

once the bid is awarded to complete the purchase if the supplier is not set up in Workday.

Other

Can purchase authorizations be restricted to certain cost centers only within a company?

Yes - Restrictions can be made on several factors including Company, Cost Center, Project, Grant

(Other Worktags), and even Spend Category or Commodity Code.

If Service Contracts are entered both as Services and Goods, would a similar report be able to

be obtained in Workday with this mixed approach?

Yes - Workday will have multiple reporting tools and is able to create custom reports based on

reporting requirements. From the Contract itself, you are able to view goods and service

purchase order information along with its supplier invoice information.
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If the supplier responds to the issue email, who does it go to?  I want them to have my email

for questions.

A default email address for each agency can be set up for suppliers responding to POs.

Who adds the invoice in Workday?

Typically an accounts payable employee will enter a supplier invoice in Workday. Workday also

utilized a Supplier Invoice Request which is a self-service process for field staff to create a

Supplier Invoice to route to Accounts Payable for approval.

Is there a purchasing level for OCIO/IDOM approval?

Yes - Based on information in the requisition or the purchase order, those forms will prompt and

route for the appropriate approval.

Can a purchasing "group" of two or three people (as in buyer/purchasing agents) pull up

documents created for the department or only those they created?

Purchasing agents will be able to view any of these purchasing documents and functionality for

their agency.

Projects

Can you attach documents to the status to explain why they are in that status?

You can attach documents to the project level, but they  are not attached to a specific status,

but to the project itself. More documents can be added as the project status changes.

Can you associate a project to all employees in your agency?

Yes - A rule can be created for all employees in an agency to enter time to a specific project.

Can you add more than one Cost Center, Program, etc., if you want a list of available worktags

for that project?

Only one worktag per worktag type is allowed as a Related Worktag (so only one Cost Center)

but worktags can be changed at the expenditure / revenue transaction level to accomplish

things like split funding.

How can agencies create new project hierarchies?

The person assigned to the role of Project Hierarchy Manager for each agency is able to create

hierarchies under the agency level hierarchy.
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Can a project end date be modified once entered?

Yes - The end date can be modified at any time.

Can a vendor/3rd-party be added as a resource pool?

Anyone who is to be a project resource would need to be a worker in the tenant.

Is the cost rate associated with a fully loaded HR expense (salary plus benefits)?

There are two ways to reflect time cost. One is a standard rate based on the project role, and

the second is a fully burdened rate that is configured from salary and benefit plans. This

configuration will be decided in the C&P phase of the project.

Will Projects be used to track spend on internal contracts? We currently use the Task Order

field in I/3 to track expenses on our internal contracts.

Yes - This ability will carry over to Workday. Customer Contracts can be used to allow for

invoicing other agencies or external customers. Project Billing would add more automation to

project specific billing of project time and expense from customer contracts.

Supplier Accounts

Is the Supplier Invoice Request Business Process (BP) the process departments use to route

internally for approvals from Bureau Chiefs and cost center Managers?

Yes - Agencies can utilize the Supplier Invoice Request for end users to route a payment request

through internal approvals. Alternatively, the Supplier Invoice process can also route through

internal approvals, but would be initiated by an Accounts Payable employee/specialist.

Are vendor numbers still valid? Will we be able to search by vendor number?

Legacy Vendor ID will convert to Workday.  The new sequencing for new vendors in Workday

might change, and we are still determining that process. Creating a supplier/vendor record in

Workday will follow the same process as today.  Users will initiate the process, and SAE will

approve the vendor after vetting through the IRS. For security purposes, users can look up

vendors but cannot see full TIN numbers or bank account numbers if EFT is set up.

Will the approvals be customizable or will they be standardized?

Agency workflows may vary depending on staff responsibilities and internal approvals. Some

agencies have more staff than others and may want more or fewer approvals. However, there

will still be some standardization such as "signatory" and "pre-auditor."
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Is there a master list of spend categories?

Yes - The FDM team is finalizing this list.

Will we be able to split between spend categories?

Yes - You will be able to split the payment into multiple accounting lines.

Can a high level approver reject a transaction and send back to a certain lower level approver,

or does it have to go all the way back to the requestor?

An approver can send back a transaction, along with the reason, to anyone previously in the

business process.

If we pay a supplier invoice but it doesn't get tied to an existing Purchase Order (PO), do we

delete the PO or can it be done after the fact?

While creating a Supplier Invoice, it should be attached to the PO in Workday. If the Supplier

Invoice is paid you can no longer attach it to a document that resides in Workday. You will then

need  to close the open PO and make a notation on the Supplier Invoice.

Will auditors have access to all of the associated dates - order date, product received date,

invoice received date, entered date and paid date?

Yes - Workday has a "Financial Auditor" security role that is meant for this purpose and we

expect auditors to have the same access they do today in I/3. This security role has broad view

access to see dates across transactions.

Can multiple supplier invoices be created from a supplier contract on a schedule?

Yes - Workday allows you to create a schedule of supplier invoices that you frequently pay on a

period basis like a utility bill.  A schedule can then be set up to generate those supplier invoices

from the contract at a specified date and enter the Supplier Invoice approval process for

processing and payment.

Is the DUNS number going away?

Yes - The DUNS number is going away for federal awards. It is not required in Workday but it can

be input if you have this information.

How many multiple addresses can there be? (i.e. vendor parent company with many children

addresses)

Workday does not have a limit for the number of addresses.
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How do you search by Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) to see if a vendor/supplier is

already in Workday?

A Report is being created in Workday to search for suppliers by TIN.

Once a supplier is entered in Workday, we won't have to enter them again. What will prevent

duplicates of suppliers from being added by multiple agencies?

A pop up message in Workday will notify you if there is a supplier already created with the same

name or TIN.

Can you enter a date rather than a payment method of 60 days?

Yes - The default due date can be overridden when creating a supplier invoice.

If there are multiple suppliers with the same name, will there be a drop down to select the

correct one?

Yes - Suppliers with multiple addresses will be consolidated to a single supplier record in

Workday if they have the same TIN.

Does Workday require the W-9 attachment when creating a supplier request? In I/3 the W-9

does not have to be attached.

Yes - Workday requires an attachment and requests the W-9 to help the DAS team ensure all

appropriate information is captured to create the supplier request.

Is the invoice received date required? It is sometimes unknown.

No - The invoice received date is not required. However, it does drive the due date and any

discount dates on the invoice. The goal is to streamline the supplier records and reporting on

spend transactions, matching during the invoice process and taking advantage of Workday

functionality like punchout in the procurement process.

Will invoices be paid within 60 days?

Yes - Invoices will be paid within 60 days if they are complete and approved by all appropriate

levels. Once an invoice is in ‘Approved’ status, invoices are in the queue to pay.

Will there still be a line limit? For example, the Verizon bill takes four documents to process

currently.

No - Workday allows all lines on one supplier invoice.
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Will the "DASVendorHelp@iowa.gov" still be available for those of us that do very few of

these?

Yes - At this point, "DasVendorHelp@iowa.gov" is not going away. We expect to return to the

original process where SAE does not create or update Supplier records for ‘designated’ agencies.

SAE will only approve or reject Supplier requests.

Does Workday have the ability to copy forward the information from the PO/DO so it doesn't

need to be reentered to make a payment to the vendor?

Yes - Workday has a copy function.

Can the authorized signature and pre-auditor approvals be by the same person like they are in

I/3?

Yes - The approvals can be the same person if that person holds both security groups in

Workday.

Workday pre-numbers the Doc ID for DAS processes and pre-audit documents for multiple

agencies. Will our inbox will contain multiple agencies since there is no identifier as we have

today by naming the document with the agency #?

No - Based on your security, you will only see your agency's invoices. As of right now, Workday

will not number the supplier invoice by agency because it has the ability to filter based on

agency. DAS can be the pre-audit for the invoice if they hold that role for your agency.

How is a partial payment processed?

An invoice can be created for a portion of the total amount of the Purchase Order (PO) and the

PO will reflect that it was partially invoiced. An additional invoice can also be created against the

PO until it is fully invoiced. For creating an invoice without a PO, an existing invoice can be

referenced in Workday to link these partial payments together.

Will the same kind of reports we run in Data Warehouse be available in Workday?

Yes - Reports in Workday will be based on the Statewide reports currently in Data Warehouse.

Reports in Workday allow for filtering and sorting by the various worktags.

How will the transactions on the Pcard get to Workday?

Workday will be integrated with U.S. Bank to pull the transactions to Workday on a specified

time period. The goal is daily but this process is not required daily. The advantage of having the

data in Workday daily is the ability to report on transactions and PO/invoices to see a more

realistic agency budget.
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Can you use the “save for later” function if you audit some transactions but need to come

back later and approve others?

Yes - You can work throughout the week/month and add transactions by using the ‘save for

later’ function and submit one document when you are ready.

Training

What training can employees expect for Phase 2: Workday Financials?

A variety of methods will be used to train those who will be involved in financial and

financial-related transactions in Workday. More details will be provided in the future.
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